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The site review - www.cnrv.ro 

 

The menu is very complicated, because there are to many options to chose and there is a 

secondary menu on the right side full of links that don't work or are useless. The subsections 

are old and they can be placed in another section, such an acrhive. 

The only language that you can select is romanian, and that is a problem for the people 

around the word. In this case the website administarator should create a english page. 

The website is not responsive, but you can see de content on a phone if you maximize de 

page. The menu is very large and the page very small on a small screen. 

There is a contact page, but is huge to find, beacuse of the position of the link, in a 

subsection of the menu. The informations are very clear.  

The layout is very clear, there is a menu in the top of the page and articols in the left, near 

the menu in the right.  

The design is nice, but very rudimentar, looking like a 2000's site, and I consider that the max 

width is not neccesary and the gray lines are too big. 

The colors are very good for this type of page, because it is an institution page. The page 

looks good, but is very complicated and there are too many  links. 

The site works very well and the links and images load very fast. 

The page is too busy, to many links and there are many articles with only the title and the 

date. 

For the begining I would erase the right menu and the max width. The rest of the site is 

good, there are no many changes that I want to make.

 

 

 

 



Site personal 

Pagina principala: 

 

Pagina de proiecte: 

 

Pagina de hobby-uri: 

 



 

Pagina despre proiect si experienta avuta: 

 

Pagina de contact: 

 

Programul Adobe Dreamweaver si siteul cu aspect responsiv: 

 



Site institutie 

Pagina principala: 

 

Pagina cu istoric: 

 

Pagina cu galerie: 

 



 

Pagina cu activitatile europene: 

 

Pagina de contact: 

 

Programul Adobe Dreamweaver si siteul cu aspect responsiv: 

 



Site firma de primire 

Pagina principala: 

 

Pagina de informatii: 

 

Pagina cu proiecte: 

 



Pagina de contact: 

 

Programul Adobe Dreamweaver si siteul cu aspect responsiv: 

 

 

Site produs 

Pagina principala: 

 

 



Pagina de FAQ: 

 

Pagina cu galerie: 

 

Pagina cu optiuni de cumparare: 

 



Pagina de contact: 

 

Programul Adobe Dreamweaver si siteul cu aspect responsiv: 

 


